9th Keynes Fund Research Day and 10th Anniversary of the Keynes Fund

Tuesday 27th September 2022, 1 PM ~ 5.50 PM BST-UK

Venue: Frankopan Hall, Jesus College, Cambridge

Programme

13:00-13:05  Introduction Toke Aidt, Keynes Fund Director, Faculty of Economics, Cambridge

13:05-13:30  Christopher Rauh (Faculty of Econ, Cambridge)
             ‘The Impact of Fear of Automation’
             Discussion opener: Sriya Iyer

13:30-13:55  Johannes Lennard and Alexander Shadbolt (University of Cambridge, Social Anthropology)
             ‘Bubbling away - tech bubbles, due diligence and ESG in venture capital. A qualitative exploration’
             Discussion opener: Bill Janeway

13:55-14:20  Alexis Litvine, Dan Bogart, Oliver Dunn and Leigh Shaw-Taylor (Faculty of History, Cambridge)
             ‘Let there be light. Lighthouses and safety on British seas, 1747-1911’
             Discussion opener: Toke Aidt

14:20-14:30  Refreshment break

14:30-14:55  Weilong Zhang (Faculty of Econ, Cambridge)
             ‘The Gender Gap in Household Bargaining Power: A Portfolio-Choice Approach’
             Discussion opener: Caroline Liqui Lung

14:55-15:20  Caroline Liqui Lung (Faculty of Econ, Cambridge)
             ‘On the Origin and Persistence of Identity-Driven Choice Behaviour’
             Discussion opener: Julia Shvets

15:20-15:45  Giancarlo Corsetti (EUI), Simon Lloyd (BoE) or Daniel Ostry (Cambridge)
             Discussion opener: Pedro Saffi
15:45-16:25  Refreshment break

16:25-16:50  Alan de Genaro (FGV), Pedro Saffi (Cambridge Judge), Andre Silva (Nova SBE), and Argyris Tsiaras (Smith College)

‘The Price Impact of Investor Flows: Understanding Heterogeneity in Equity Demand Elasticities’

Discussion opener: Daniel Ostry

16:50-17:15  Lukas Freund (Faculty of Econ, Cambridge) (joining remotely)

‘Superstar Teams: Implications of the Knowledge Economy for the Distribution of Wages’

Discussion opener: Weilong Zhang

17:15-17:40  Sanjeev Goyal (Faculty of Econ, Cambridge), Syngjoo Choi (SNU) and Frederic Moisan (Lyon) (joining remotely)

‘The Economics of Networks: Lessons from Large Scale Experiments’

Discussion opener: Sriya Iyer

After the talks we’ll be showing a short video to celebrate the 10th Anniversary of the Keynes Fund.